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Title: Stability and security for European sustainable development [SSESD]
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Ref. no.: First year 09-EIP-RO PITESTI01

  

                Second year 10-EIP-RO PITESTI01
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Promoter/coordinator:  University of Pitesti

  

Duration: 3 years 
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Total value of the Contract: First year 40.587 Euros

  

                                             Second year 21.600 Euro                                        
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                                             Third year 21600 Euros

  

Summary:

  

  

Goal: The SSESD-IP aims to improve and complete the academic professional training of the
graduates in International Relations/European Studies/Political Sciences
specialisations/Business Administration/Law. More specifically, it aims to support the bachelor
students (1st cycle) in acquiring the core technical skills and the intellectual competences
necessary to operate, with a high degree of autonomy and responsibility, in the globalized and
security environment and required for properly managing the potential situations and contexts
afferent to their future profession.

  

  

Objectives:

    
    -  To improve the quality and to increase the volume of student and teaching staff mobility
throughout Europe, so as to contribute to the achievement by 2012 of at least 3 million
individual participants in student mobility under the Erasmus programme and its predecessor
programmes (ERA-OpObj-1);   
    -  To improve the quality and to increase the volume of multilateral cooperation between
higher education institutions in Europe (ERA-OpObj-2);   
    -  To facilitate the development of innovative practices in education and training at tertiary
level, and their transfer, including from one participating country to others (ERA-OpObj-5);
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Target groups: students and teaching staff

  

  

Main activities:

  

In order to reach the project’s goals, the main activities to be performed are:

  

- a series of 6 teaching and training modules ((1) EU – institutionalization and reform; (2)
Stability through security; (3) EU’s policies and programmes; (4) Strategies within the economic
European development; (5) The acquis communautaire: trends and development; (6)
Globalization versus Europeanization within the business environment) which includes lectures
and practical activities, debates, analyses and discussions.

  

- 1 seminar with invited experts in the fields of regional and national security, sustainable
development, community law, EU policies and programmes.

  

- social and cultural activities (trips, visit to the Palace of Parliament in Bucharest).

  

- reporting upon the project.

  

- dissemination activities (posting info about the IP on the partners’ website, press articles in
local/regional mass media, designing and distributing brochures about the IP, displaying
posters, organizing short information seminars with available info about the IP addressed to
students and community that cannot attended the courses).
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Outcomes:

  

The expected outputs are:

  

- the IP study Program itself;

  

- the educational plan;

  

- teaching materials (on-line, printed and on CD);

  

- overall project report;

  

- dissemination activities and products (special website of the IP, brochure, poster, press
articles, short information seminars);

  

- collaboration protocol for future cooperation among partners.

  

As a result of this IP the students should be aware of the actual security environment, of the
business opportunities and cultural differences in a global world. They will be able to use
cross-cultural communication skills and intercultural competences to compete in a global labor
market and will be able to adopt a permanent knowledge seeking culture in their field of activity.
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Partnership:

  

1. University of Pitesti, RO - coordinator

  

2. Johannes Kepler Universitaet Linz, AT

  

3. “St. Cyril and St. Methodius” University of Veliko Turnovo, BG

  

4. College of Social Sciences, LT

  

5. Polytechnic Institute of Bragança, PT

  

6. University of Wroclaw, PL

  

  

Project Resources
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Materials for courses from lecturers

    
    -  Banaszak - Concepts of the Human Rights.docx   
    -  Banaszak - Economic development.docx   
    -  Chirlesan - course SSESD.pdf   
    -  Koeck - bibliography.doc   
    -  Koeck - Course material.doc   
    -  Koeck - course.doc   
    -  Koeck - Materials Case Study.doc   
    -  Monte - course material.pdf   
    -  Monte - readings.rar   
    -  Monte - syllabus.docx   
    -  Structured essay - template - EN - p.pdf   
    -  Todorova - course material.doc   
    -  Vitkevicius - course program.doc   
    -  Vitkevicius - course.pdf   
    -  Vitkevicius - literature.docx   
    -  Zukowski - Social market economy.doc   
    -  Handbook SSESD - Final.pdf   

  

List of participants

    
    -  List of lecturers.doc   
    -  List of students - ALL.doc   
    -  List of lecturers - 2nd year.doc   
    -  List of students - 2nd year – ALL.doc   
    -  List of lecturers - 3rd year.pdf   
    -  List of students- 3rd year .pdf   

  

Important information

    
    -  Brochure SSESD - final - EN.doc   
    -  Course timetable - March 2010 - FINAL 4.doc   
    -  Poster SSESD - final - EN.doc   
    -  SSESD - Logo 1.jpg   
    -  Brochure SSESD - final - EN - 2nd year.doc   
    -  Course timetable SSESD - for May 2011  -final(2).doc   
    -  Poster SSESD - final - EN - 2nd year.doc   
    -  Brochure SSESD - final - EN - 3rd year.pdf   
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    -  Poster SSESD - final - EN - 3rd year.pdf   
    -  Course timetable SSESD - for May 2012 - Final - 17april.pdf   
    -  Structured essay - template - EN.doc   
    -  Annex IV -Final Report - Students_2011-2012 - SSESD.doc   
    -  Feed-back Form - SSESD - 3rd year.doc   

  

Outcomes

    
    -  SSESD - Educational Plan.doc   
    -  SSESD - IP study Program.doc   
    -  SSESD - Overall Report.doc   
    -  SSESD - Overall Report - 2nd year.doc   

  

Workshop

    
    -  Agenda workshop 21 mai 2010 - final.doc   
    -  Agenda workshop 20 May 2011  – Final.doc   
    -  Agenda workshop 18 May 2012 - final.pdf   

  

  

For Video files click HERE

  

  

Photos

  

  

{vsig}ssesd{/vsig}
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  6. University of Wroclaw, PL  
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